Understanding how organisms adapt to environmental variation is a key challenge of biology. Central to 12 this are bet-hedging strategies that maximize geometric mean fitness across generations, either by 13 being conservative or diversifying phenotypes. Theoretical models of bet-hedging and the multiplicative 14 fitness effects of environmental variation across generations have traditionally assumed that 15 environmental conditions are constant within lifetimes. However, behavioral ecology has revealed 16 adaptive responses to additive fitness effects of environmental variation within lifetimes, either through 17 insurance or risk-sensitive strategies. Here we explore whether the effects of adaptive insurance interact 18 with the evolution of bet-hedging by varying the position and skew of fitness functions within and 19 between lifetimes. When insurance causes the optimal phenotype to shift from the peak to down the 20 less steeply decreasing side of the fitness function, then conservative bet-hedging does not generally 21 evolve on top of this, even if diversifying bet-hedging can. Canalization to reduce phenotypic variation 22 within a lifetime is almost always favored, except when the tails of the fitness function are steeply 23 convex and produce a novel risk-sensitive increase in phenotypic variance akin to diversifying bet-24 hedging. Importantly, using skewed fitness functions, we provide the first example of how conservative 25 and diversifying bet-hedging strategies might coexist. 26
Introduction 30
How organisms adapt to unpredictable fluctuations in the environment has been an intriguing and 31 important problem for many years in evolutionary biology, and especially recently when predicting 32 adaptive responses to environmental change. Conditions may vary over different time scales, selecting 33 for adaptations that maximize fitness in the face of environmental stochasticity in everything from labile 34 behavioral traits within a lifetime (e.g. variance-sensitive foraging, Stephens 1981) to cross-generational 35 effects of life-history traits (e.g. bet-hedging; Simons 2011; Starrfelt and Kokko 2012) . Thus, the 36 phenotypes we observe in organisms today have likely been shaped by environmental variation 37 experienced across longer timescales during their evolutionary history, and trait values may not 38 necessarily appear optimal when considering just short-term current environmental conditions (Nadeau 39 et al. 2017) . Environmental variation itself is expected to be a strong selective agent, since genotypic 40 rather than individual fitness determines optimal strategies that are produced over evolutionary time in 41 stochastic environments (Lewontin and Cohen 1969; McNamara 1998) . 42
Asymmetric fitness functions pose an additional challenge to evolutionary biologists seeking to 43 understand genotypic adaptations in variable environments (Yoshimura and Shields 1987; Urban et al. 44 2013) . Skew in the function relating a single, continuous phenotypic trait to fitness is commonly seen in 45 nature, occurring whenever costs and benefits differ in how they relate to increasing versus decreasing 46 values of the phenotype, or when the strength of selection acting on the two sides of the phenotypic 47 distribution differs. Common examples are thermal performance curves (Angilletta 2009 ), optimal clutch 48 or litter sizes (Mountford 1968; Boyce and Perrins 1987) , and reproductive benefits versus viability costs 49 of sexually selected ornaments (Andersson and Iwasa 1996) . In these types of scenarios, uncertainty 50 across instances in any component determining individual fitness will cause the optimal trait value to 51 differ from the trait value at the peak of the fitness function (Yoshimura and Shields 1987; Parker and 52 Smith 1990) . Such uncertainty in fitness pay-offs across instances is also almost ubiquitous in biological 53 systems. Across lifetimes, phenotypic differences among individuals (as instances) of the same genotype 54 may arise due to developmental instability creating random (uncanalized) variation in phenotypes and 55 thus also in their fitness, and avoiding such variation may be costly (Zhang and Hill 2005) . Within 56 lifetimes, uncertainty may occur in individual energetic state on short (e.g. behavioral) timescales, due 57 to stochastic probabilities of resource acquisition such as prey captures. In addition, the fitness effects 58 of the phenotype itself (i.e. the shape or position of the fitness function) may be uncertain, for example due to micro-environmental variability, or variation occurring over short time scales, such as in social 60
environments. 61
With a skewed fitness function, any stochastic environmentally induced variation in fitness pay-offs will 62 select for apparently suboptimal phenotypes with trait values away from the peak of the deterministic 63 fitness function when selection maximizes arithmetic mean fitness (Fig. 1 ). Finding the (arithmetic) 64 mean fitness in such cases involves multiplying the phenotype-specific fitnesses with the frequencies of 65 the different phenotypes (Mountford 1968 ). This phenomenon is sometimes described as the cliff-edge 66 effect (Vercken et al. 2012; Mitteroecker et al. 2016) , and is commonly encountered as 'insurance' 67 strategies in fields such as behavioral ecology (Dall 2010) . A well-known example is the small bird in 68 winter (Brodin 2007) . Facing a starvation-predation trade-off, the small passerine bird wants to be as 69 light as possible to nimbly avoid predators during the day, but needs to store fat before nightfall, which 70 it metabolizes to stay warm during the night. The small bird in winter will therefore adaptively store 71 more fat when temperatures are more variable (Bednekoff et al. 1994) , and/or when food supply is 72 more uncertain (Krams et al. 2010; Ratikainen and Wright 2013)  73 Across generations, however, the fitness of a lineage is determined by its geometric mean fitness rather 74 than the arithmetic mean, due to reproduction being an inherently multiplicative process (Lewontin and 75 Cohen 1969; Simons 2011) . When environmental conditions are constant between generations (i.e. the 76 function relating the trait in question to fitness is exactly the same each generation), arithmetic and 77 geometric mean fitness are equal. However, once some aspect of the fitness function differs between 78 generations, creating variation in realized fitness between individuals with the same genotype, then the 79 geometric mean will be lower than arithmetic mean. Crucially, a change in strategy that lowers variance 80 in realized fitness at the genotype level may increase geometric mean fitness, and thus be selectively 81 favored. If such a strategy that increases geometric mean fitness at the genotype level also involves a 82 simultaneous decrease in arithmetic mean fitness, it is defined as bet-hedging (Philippi and Seger 1989 and CBH would work. These papers examine models with two discrete environments, and a suggested 99 conservative bet-hedger (acting as a generalist coping moderately well with both environments) is never 100 able to outperform a diversified bet-hedger (producing specialists to each environment in the 101 proportions that they occur). 102
We present a different interpretation of CBH, which potentially allows for both CBH and DBH to coexist 103 within the same model. Considering a continuous trait with an asymmetric fitness function that 104 fluctuates between generations, CBH can be envisioned as having a cliff-edge effect in the same way as 105 insurance (see above). Organisms would thus be 'playing it safe' by shifting the mean trait value away 106 from the fitness function maximum, towards the less steeply decreasing side. In such a scenario, we 107 expect insurance to maximize arithmetic mean fitness within a generation. An additional shift in the 108 optimal trait value even further away from the cliff edge might then be selected for if it lowers fitness 109 variance between generations (despite lowering arithmetic mean fitness in a single generation). Such an 110 effect would essentially constitute a CBH strategy. Phenological features such as breeding date, 111 migration date or egg laying date for temperate birds are examples of traits with such asymmetric 112 fitness functions. The strength of selection may differ for the underlying selection pressures, for 113 example if being too late leads to lower offspring competitive ability, but being too early leads to a much 114 more severe mismatch with the food peak resulting in complete reproductive failure (Gienapp 2012) . 115
Whether breeding after the peak in the fitness function represents insurance or CBH depends upon 116 whether the mismatch between the mean trait value and the peak of the asymmetric fitness function is 117 the result of individuals maximizing arithmetic mean fitness within their lifetime versus lineages being 118 favored that maximize geometric mean fitness over long time periods (see Lof et al. 2012 ). Despite 119 having much in common and some confusion between the terms in the literature, CBH has rarely been 120 placed in the same theoretical framework as insurance, and insurance has been all but absent as part of 121 the bet-hedging literature.
Here we investigate the relative importance of insurance and CBH in coping with stochastically 123 fluctuating environments within and between generations when the fitness function is skewed. We use 124 a single, continuous trait and calculate the means and variances in phenotype that maximize arithmetic 125 or geometric mean fitness under different magnitudes of fluctuations in the optimal trait value. 126
Mechanisms regulating the phenotypic variance expressed within a genotype, such as DBH increasing 127 such variance or phenotypic canalization decreasing it, are expected to interact with insurance and/or 128 CBH. Previous theoretical work has shown that DBH will adaptively increase variance in trait values once 129 the variance in the phenotypic optimum exceeds the squared width of the fitness function, whereas 130 smaller environmental variance favors the opposite mechanism, canalization of the trait towards the 131 value that maximizes fitness in the mean environment (Slatkin and Lande 1976; Bull 1987) . Intuitively, 132 greater stochastic variation in trait values should require there to be more insurance or CBH modifying 133 the mean trait value, but these different components have not previously been placed in a common 134 framework. By using a skewed fitness function to illustrate the effects of insurance versus CBH, we are 135 able to examine these interactions, whilst modeling DBH alongside CBH in such a way allows us to 136 formally explore Starrfelt and Kokko's (2012) suggestion regarding an adaptive continuum between 137 these two potentially coexisting forms of bet-hedging.
Model description 139
The skew normal fitness function and α = 0 a symmetric Gaussian fitness function. Importantly, α also changes the position of the 151 maximum value of w (despite location parameter ϴ being kept constant), so we will write ϴ0 as the 152 value of ϴ that provides maximum fitness for a trait value of zero. To examine the effects of skewed 153 fitness functions on trait values we will use α > 0 and ϴ = ϴ0, so that adaptations in terms of phenotypic 154 values shifted away from the fitness function maximum (due to insurance or CBH) become positive and 155 easily interpretable relative to zero (i.e. the value of z simply becomes the distance from the peak, or 156 the 'amount' of insurance or CBH). 157
Genotypic fitness when phenotypes vary within genotype 158
There may be variation in the phenotype z produced by a certain genotype k, due either to some 159 (adaptive or non-adaptive) instability in individual development, or due to different individuals 160 experiencing different microclimates. Following Bull (1987) , we assume this variation to follow a normal 161 distribution fk(z), with a mean μk and variance σ 2 k. We are interested in the joint evolution of the two 162 underlying genotypic values μ k and σ k, and assume no genetic linkage or pleiotropic effects between 163
them. 164
The mean fitness of all individuals with the genotype k (with genotypic values μk and σ 2 k) in any given 165 environment ϴ (or a constant environment over time) then becomes 166
(2) 168 which is akin to eq. (3) in Bull (1987) . The resulting function ̅ has the same form as (1) but with a larger 169 width parameter and a smaller skew parameter. When σ 2 k = 0, the functions are identical. Choosing a 170 constant phenotypic variance σ 2 k > 0, we can use numerical optimization over μk and compare the 171 difference in maxima of w and ̅, to find the amount of insurance needed to maximize arithmetic mean 172 fitness across all individuals of the genotype (i.e. the optimal shift in mean phenotype away from the 173 fitness function maximum). Fig. 1 shows w (black) together with ̅( ; 0 , 1, 5)| (reds) for increasing 174 values of σk. In this case, since the maximum of the fitness function is at zero, the optimal amount of 175 insurance is simply the value of the phenotype that gives the highest fitness, argmax( ̅). The larger the 176 Maxima of these functions are indicated by the dotted lines, and approximate to 0.002, 0.044, 0.153, 0.297 and 0.458, respectively. phenotypic variance σ 2 k, the more insurance is needed to maximize genotype fitness. We also note that 177 genotype fitness strongly declines with increasing phenotypic variance -except when the mean 178 phenotype is far away from the fitness function peak. 179 180 Long-term fitness in a fluctuating environment 181 In a fluctuating environment it is not just individual fitness but the fitness of a genotype that will differ in 182 different environments, and long-term fitness in such cases is determined by geometric mean rather 183 than arithmetic mean fitness (Lewontin and Cohen 1969; Simons 2011 ). In the case of no fluctuations, 184 the geometric mean is simply equal to the arithmetic mean, and equation (2) is valid. If we let the 185 optimum position ϴ follow a normal distribution f with a mean of ϴ0 and a variance σϴ across 186 generations, long-term arithmetic mean fitness can be found by taking the expectation of equation (2) 187 across the environmental fluctuations, 188 and bottom panels the same). The fitness surface in these cases peaks at μk=0 and σ 2 k=0, that is, the 209 optimal genotype is a trait value phenotypically canalized (i.e. with as little variation as possible) at the 210 peak of the individual fitness function. As environmental fluctuations increase (σϴ>0), the differences 211 between arithmetic and geometric mean fitness increase. Notably, in Fig. 2 the peak geometric mean 212 fitness contours move upwards in the bottom panels as the environmental fluctuations increase. This 213 adaptive increase in phenotypic variation (σk) within the genotype represents DBH, and since arithmetic 214 mean fitness strictly declines with increasing σk (top panels), the necessary requirement that bet-215 hedging involves a lowering of arithmetic mean fitness is fulfilled. In accordance with Bull's (1987) result, 216 this selection for increased phenotypic variation only appears once the environmental variance σ 2 ϴ is 217 larger than the squared width of the fitness function, and the optimal σ 2 k is then equal to σ 2 ϴ -ω 2 . For 218 the symmetric Gaussian distribution (Fig. 2) this threshold is simply ω 2 = 1, and DBH appears when σ 2 ϴ > 219 1. In Fig. 3 asymmetry is introduced into the fitness function (results are shown for α = 5, which matches 220 the fitness function in Fig. 1 ), but all other parameters remain as in Fig. 2 . The variance of the fitness 221 function decreases as the skew increases, so this scenario also produces DBH (fitness surface peak with 222 For phenotypically canalized traits (i.e. traits that have experienced selection in σk towards zero), we can 237 infer that the fitness functions of these traits have fluctuated less across generations (smaller σϴ), as we 238 otherwise would not see have seen this canalization. For these values of σϴ, geometric and arithmetic 239 mean fitness peaks at more similar μk values when σk = 0 ( fig. 4 , bluer lines). As σk increases, mean 240 fitness ̅( ) becomes less skewed (see eq. 2, skew parameter α decreases with increasing σk) and 241 therefore CBH will not shift μk on top of any insurance already occurring. We note that if σk is 242 constrained to only exhibit a limited amount of DBH, then CBH and DBH will co-occur (e.g. the 243 dependence of optimal µ on σ in the lower right panel of fig. 3 ; redder lines showing CBH > 0 at σk = 1 in 244 fig. 4 ), but there are no cases in Figs. 3 and 4 where CBH co-occurs with optimal amounts of DBH. Once 245 environmental fluctuations have caused DBH (σϴ > ω) and phenotypic variation σk increases to its new 246 optimum, geometric and arithmetic mean are maximized at the same mean phenotype, and the shift in 247 mean phenotype relative to the fitness function peak is then attributed to insurance rather than CBH. phenotypic variance is often attributed to bet-hedging without considering whether the trait specifically 259 increases geometric mean fitness at the cost of a decrease in arithmetic mean fitness (Mountford 1968 ). 260 261 Figure 5 : Cross-sections of fitness surfaces in the third column of Fig. 3 (σϴ=1) . The red line is the fitness surface for arithmetic mean fitness, the blue line is the fitness surface for geometric mean fitness. Dotted vertical lines show the maxima for the respective functions. A: a horizontal cross-section taken in the trait (μk) dimension at σk = 0, hence the individual fitness function (black line) peaks at zero, but fluctuates over time (black arrows), which causes mean fitness to be maximized at positive values of mean phenotype for both arithmetic and geometric mean. B: a vertical cross-section taken in the phenotypic variance (σk) dimension at μk = -2, and so diversifying bet-hedging is favored by geometric mean fitness, but arithmetic mean fitness also increases with phenotypic variance, because of Jensen's inequality (the individual fitness function is strongly convex at μk = -2) and hence what is known as a variance-prone strategy -see text for details.
Discussion

262
Among the various types of adaptive strategies to cope with environmental stochasticity, many have 263 typically been considered from a within-individual perspective in the tradition of behavioral ecology. 264
These use optimality theory to maximize some fitness proxy using the arithmetic mean across instances 265 within a single generation, such as energy intake per time (Davies et al. 2012 ). An example is optimal 266 foraging, a large body of the behavioral ecology literature that deals with such within-individual traits, 267 arithmetic versus geometric mean fitness, we have illustrated some possible similarities between the 276 two approaches, and the discrepancies that arise when considering the effects of either of these two 277 measures of fitness in isolation. 278
Crucially, we use skewed fitness functions to demonstrate that shifting the mean phenotype away from 279 the steeply decreasing side of the fitness function may provide a more useful and realistic case of 280 conservative bet-hedging (CBH). This fulfills the definition of bet-hedging, in that it increases geometric 281 mean fitness at a cost of lower arithmetic mean fitness (i.e. it provides lower fitness in the average 282 environment, but also a lower variance in fitness across environments). Such a type of CBH has not been 283 formally modelled previously, rather theoretical treatments of CBH have been limited to models with 284 two discrete environments, where CBH has been envisioned as a canalized phenotype providing a 285 compromise between the peaks of the fitness functions for the two environments (Starrfelt and Kokko 286 2012; Crowley et al. 2016) . Such a CBH strategy is unsatisfactory since it always loses to a DBH strategy 287 (producing specialists for the two environments) and is therefore not compatible with the concept of a 288 'continuum' between CBH and DBH and thus some sort of coexistence of the two strategies. 289
Various empirical studies of traits based on skewed fitness functions have invoked CBH arguments of the 290 type we model here (e.g. Boyce and Perrins 1987; Simons and Johnston 2003) . However, this shift is 291 often also adaptive from an arithmetic mean fitness point of view in terms of an 'insurance' strategy (Dall 2010) . With a skewed fitness function, the cliff-edge effect entails that if individuals with the same 293 genotype differ stochastically in their phenotypes (or the fitness value of their phenotypes, e.g. due to 294 inhabiting different microenvironments), their average fitness is maximized if the mean phenotype is 295 shifted away from the peak of the fitness function, towards the less steeply decreasing side (Mountford 296 1968; Vercken et al. 2012; Mitteroecker et al. 2016) . The same is also true for a single individual 297 experiencing uncertainty about its current state (i.e. regarding its phenotype or position on the x-axis on 298 the fitness function) or uncertainty about its current microenvironment (i.e. the position of the fitness 299 function on the x-axis relative to its phenotype). Its average fitness is therefore also maximized by 300 'playing it safe' and moving its phenotype away from the peak down the shallow slope of the skewed 301 fitness function. This shift (insurance) in the mean phenotype thus increases both arithmetic and 302 geometric mean fitness and is not simply a bet-hedging strategy. We initially hypothesized that CBH 303 (lowering the variance in expected fitness for each individual) might shift mean phenotype even more 304 away from the peak of the fitness function than insurance alone. However, our analysis shows that 305 maximizing geometric mean fitness generally does not require a different (i.e. a further shifted) 306 phenotype as compared to the phenotype that maximizes arithmetic mean fitness, but rather there is an 307 exact alignment of fitness interests for short-term and long-term strategies. 308
An exception to this is in cases where there is suboptimally little phenotypic variance, σk. The effect is 309 shown in Fig. 5A , where geometric mean fitness (blue line) is maximized for a higher phenotypic value 310 (the individual fitness function peaks at zero and has its steepest decline for negative values, see Fig. 1 ) 311 than arithmetic mean fitness (red line). This difference in optimum phenotypic values for canalized traits 312 stems solely from a fitness variance-reducing benefit and can thus be attributed to bet-hedging, and 313 perhaps CBH specifically. However, in this case the diversification bet-hedging (DBH) effect of increasing 314 phenotypic variance instead increases fitness much more than does any possible CBH effect shifting the 315 canalized phenotype to more positive values further down that shallow side of the fitness function. We 316 would therefore expect selection to favor this DBH mechanism to reduce fitness variance (Lande and 317 Arnold 1983), and again no additional CBH is expected to evolve beyond that already captured by the 318 effect of adaptive insurance. 319
We also conclude that, given the opportunity for insurance, there is very little scope for a single trait to 320 exhibit both DBH and CBH as an additional adaptation on top of any adaptive insurance already being 321 selected for. We do see DBH alongside insurance, but not CBH. An obvious reason for this is that in our 322 model we used the same pattern of environmental stochasticity at both the individual (short-term) and 323 genotypic (long-term) levels. Hence, any adaptive solution at the individual level that maximizes 324 arithmetic mean fitness also accounts for the same regime of environmental stochasticity experienced 325 at the genotype level, leaving nothing left for any geometric mean fitness effects to cope with. This 326 'alignment of fitness interests' maximizing both arithmetic and geometric mean fitnesses in the face of 327 the same regime of environmental fluctuations and skewed fitness functions at the two levels is 328 intriguing, but it does not promise to make empirical evidence for conservative bet-hedging any less 329 'elusive' (Childs et al. 2010; Simons 2011) . Whilst the structure of environmental variation in our model 330 might reflect the general pattern expected of environmental stochasticity in nature, regimes of 331 environmental stochasticity may sometimes differ between the within lifetime variation at the individual 332 level versus the across lifetime variation at the genotype level (e.g. seasonal variation versus El Niño 333 events, as experienced by annual organisms). Therefore, understanding adaptations to environmental 334 stochasticity at different levels, such as insurance versus CBH, requires that we appreciate how patterns 335 of the stochasticity in question align and differ at the different levels of organismal experience. 336
Our result in this regard brings into focus the ecological relevance of previous work. For example, Lof et 337 al. (2012) used a stochastic dynamic model of timing of reproduction in great tits when the timing of the 338 food peak fluctuates between years. They assumed an asymmetric fitness function of laying date 339 relative to the food peak and showed that maximizing expected (arithmetic mean) fitness does indeed 340 produce an adaptive mismatch with the food peak, in the direction away from the steeply decreasing 341 side of the fitness function (an 'insurance' result). They acknowledge that "there might be additional 342 benefits of adaptive mismatch in terms of reductions in fitness variance" -i.e. maximizing geometric 343 rather than arithmetic mean fitness might yield a different result if fitness variance is lowest for a 344 different laying date than the observed outcome. However, their forward simulations (using the optimal 345 decision matrix from the dynamic model) "suggest that the variation in fitness often exhibited a 346 minimum close to the observed optimal laying dates" (Lof et al. 2012 ). Hence, there is little scope for 347 CBH to shift the optimal laying date any further away from the cliff edge. However, geometric mean 348 fitness benefits resulting from a reduction in fitness variance across generations can provide an added 349 selection pressure towards the same optimum phenotypic values as insurance. This result appears in our 350 model in that the geometric mean fitness surfaces are more peaked around the maxima than the 351 arithmetic mean fitness surfaces (Figs 2 & 3) -i.e. the selection pressure toward the same insurance 352 optimum becomes stronger due to also producing lowest fitness variance (i.e. the CBH effect) across 353 generations at this same optimum. All of which may provide reason for optimism with regards to species 354 survival in a period when human-induced environmental change may produce sudden increases in environmental stochasticity that are too rapid for effective evolutionary responses (Barrett and Hendry 356 2012; Nadeau et al. 2017 ). This is because in the case of asymmetric fitness functions then any currently 357 adaptive insurance strategy will already have selected for the appropriate phenotype, and no extra 358 evolutionary conservative bet-hedging (CBH) response will be needed in terms of additional changes to 359 the mean phenotype. 360
The importance of environmental stochasticity at the individual versus genotypic level is highlighted in a 361 large body of previous work on bet-hedging (Levins 1962; Cohen 1966; Gillespie 1974 We therefore see why our model suggests that the possibility of DBH makes additional CBH on top of 380 insurance unnecessary -the correlation in fitness between individuals of the same genotype can always 381 evolve to be low enough (via DBH) such that arithmetic mean fitness is a good determinant of long-term 382
fitness. 383
An early model that hinted at this point involved three distinct adaptations for 'reducing risk in variable 384 environments' in seed production in desert plants: seed size, dispersal and dormancy (Venable and environments. Given the trade-off between seed number and size, small seeds are optimal in good 387 environments, but large seeds have a lower variance in expected fitness per individual. Whether 388 increasing seed size represents insurance or CBH depends on the proportion of the environmental 389 variation that is experienced by the genotype within versus between each generation (i.e. the grain of 390 the environment). With no dispersal or dormancy, the environment is coarse-grained, fitness is purely a 391 multiplicative process and increased seed size is clearly a bet-hedging trait increasing geometric mean 392 fitness at the cost of a lower arithmetic mean fitness. But increased seed size may also maximize 393 arithmetic mean fitness across fine-grained environments, which is the appropriate fitness measure if 394 the genotype is sufficiently spread in space (or time, in this case) to experience the full range of 395 environmental variation in each generation (Levins 1962) . Thus, dispersal and dormancy are not only 396 diversifying bet-hedging (DBH) traits, but also determine the grain of the environment and the need for 397 conservative bet-hedging (CBH) versus insurance. Venable and Brown (1988) show that these 398 adaptations to reduce risk are essentially substitutable and that a decrease in the value of either of the 399 traits away from the optimum leads to evolutionary compensation in an increased value of the other 400 traits. However, note that the DBH traits here, dispersal and dormancy, are inherently different from a 401 conceivable fourth risk-reducing strategy: variation in seed size itself. In discrete environments ('good' 402 and 'bad') the optimal DBH strategy maximizing geometric mean fitness is to produce seeds with 403 optimal size for each of the environments (small and large) with the probabilities of those respective 404 environments occurring, while in continuously varying environment seed size should vary around a 405 mean trait value, as in our model. Here we showed that in a continuously varying environment, this type 406 of DBH (which Venable and Brown (1988) do not explore) generally provides a greater benefit than CBH. 407 However, we do not rule out that with other types of environmental variation and environment-specific 408 fitness functions then changing the mean trait value may be a better strategy. We also point out again 409 that both of these risk-reducing strategies are only effective once the grain of the environment causes 410 selection to maximize geometric rather than arithmetic mean fitness (Venable and Brown 1988; 411 Scheiner 2014) . 412 In our current model, the only time arithmetic mean fitness would be higher with more phenotypic 413 variance (i.e. for an individual, rather than a DBH genotype increasing among-individual variation) would 414 be if its fitness function were strongly convex around its current phenotype (Fig. 5b) , such as at the tails 415 of a Gaussian fitness function. This is the same adaptive gambling effect that produces risk-sensitivity 416 (Caraco et al. 1980; Stephens 1981) , aka variance sensitivity (Smallwood 1996; Stephens et al. 2007 ), 417 which is an important concept from economics used to explain foraging decisions and other behaviors when there are more or less variable options. The fitness advantage of variance sensitivity follows 419 directly from Jensen's inequality: if the fitness function f of some utilized resource or trait x is convex, 420 then the mean fitness gained over a sequence of events with variable reward x will be larger than the 421 fitness gained from the mean reward x: E[f(x)] > f (E[x] ). This is an arithmetic mean fitness maximizing 422 argument, and the benefit of increasing phenotypic variance can therefore be seen in our calculations of 423 arithmetic mean fitness as well (top rows of Fig. 2 & 3; Fig. 5b) . Essentially, for a constant μk sufficiently 424 far from the fitness function peak, arithmetic mean fitness is maximized at an intermediate value σk > 0. 425
This similarity between variance-sensitivity and DBH in producing variable phenotypes but at different 426 adaptive timescales has not been reported before, and it is made explicit here through our comparison 427 of trait means and variances maximizing long-term arithmetic or geometric mean fitness. 428
We have demonstrated several results linking theory concerning individual-level strategies from 429 behavioral ecology with genotype-level adaptations from evolutionary biology in context of 430 environmental uncertainty. The next step is now to connect these theoretical studies to real world 431 examples and quantitative studies of organisms in the lab and in the wild, especially if we are to 432 understand how populations might respond to current human-induced rapid environmental change. In 433 order to apply our genotype-level view to predictive statements concerning evolutionary responses we 434 would require extensive data on past climate fluctuations, clear links between trait values and individual 435 fitness, as well as detailed knowledge of the genetic mechanisms underlying the traits. While this might 436 seem an insurmountable task, the empirical evidence for bet-hedging in the wild has shown that long-437 term studies on natural populations can provide answers to these types of questions (Simons 2011) . We 438 hope that our results here act as a motivation to both empirical and theoretical studies on adaptations 439 to stochastic environments to compare and contrast individual versus genotype perspectives and the 440 alternative adaptive currencies of arithmetic versus geometric mean fitness. 441 Code accessibility 451 The code is available upon request, and will be uploaded to Dryad upon publication. 452 
